Proposed additions to the General Range Rules:
#4- Include: In the case of tube fed firearms, the tube must be removed as well as the action
open.
Firearms that don’t lock open must have an open bolt indicator installed in the chamber to render
safe. Muzzleloaders, to be considered range safe, must be free of any powder or projectile. If a
muzzleloader is charged and a cease fire has been called, inform the RSO so the firearm may be
discharged. Muzzleloaders are encouraged to put their ramrod into their barrels to indicate no
projectile has been loaded. In the case of single action revolvers, every cylinder must be visually
inspected to ensure no live rounds are in the firearm, and loading gate shall also be left open.
Double action revolvers must have their cylinders opened if applicable.
#12-Include: Smoking and eating is prohibited on the firing line. Drinks, unless they are in a resealable container, are prohibited on the firing line.
Additions:
Reloading on the Main Range: Reloading with the proper equipment may occur so long as the
powder and reloading equipment are located on the back benches.
Fully Automatic Firearms: Customers may fire fully automatic firearms at the range; however,
they must be fired from either from a bench rest position or prone (NO EXCEPTIONS). They may
not be fired from any other position. Additionally, it is expected that all rounds impact the berm.
Crew served firearms, such as belt fed machine guns, may have their tripods assembled next to
the shooting table provided their muzzles are over the red firing line. Customers of Class III guns
are to maintain a copy of their license on file in the range office.
Bump-fire: This is permitted so long as the shooter fires from a prone or bench rest position and
all rounds impact the berm.
Shooting Restrictions: All shooting must be aimed. In the case of long arms, they must be
shouldered. There is no hip shooting, or any other type of uncontrolled or unaimed firing
permitted. Additionally, all rounds must impact the berm. Shooters may not shoot from behind
the tables. Their muzzles must be at or over the red line at all times when firing.
Age Limits: Children under the age of 7 years old are not allowed on the firing lines.
Brass: Shooters are expected to police their own brass. A shooter may be between the yellow
and red line during a cease fire provided they are actively sweeping their brass. Unwanted brass
should be placed in designated receptacles. Shooters may collect their own brass, but all other
brass left on the range is the property of MSC.
Additional safety rules pertain to CTC, archery, 1000 yard, and cowboy shoot ranges and
shooters/archers must review them prior to using these ranges.

